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1.  !ntroduct ton 
1.1.  On  8  November  1988  the  Councl 1  adopted  recommendation  88/611/EEC  to 
promote  cooperation  between  pub! lc utilities and  auto-producers of 
electricity. 1 
1.2.  The  recommendation  seeks  to  promote  auto-production  of  ~1ectrlclty, 
based  on  renewable  energy  sources,  waste-derived  energy  and 
combined  heat  and  power  generation  (RWC)  by  Introducing  a.f.ramework 
for  cooperation  governing electricity exchanges  with  pub! lc 
utilities. 
1.3.  As  part  of  the  framework  for  cooperation  standard  contract  criteria 
must  be  introduced  ental I ing: 
(a)  an  obi lgatlon  on  publ lc  uti I I ties  to  purchase  surplus 
electricity produced  by  RWC  auto-producers; 
(b)  the  authorization  in  principle of  RWC  auto-production; 
(c)  remuneration  for  the  purchases  referred  to  at  (a)  above  In  I lne 
with  the  "costs  avolded";2 
(d)  non-discriminatory  treatment  of  auto-producers  compared  with 
other  consumers  as  regards  suppl l~s of  electricity  from  the 
pub I I  c  utI I It y; 
(e)  the  above  rights of  RWC  auto-producers  must,  however,  be 
compatible with  the  smooth  economic  operation of  the  publ lc 
utility. 
1.4.  The  recommendation  cal Is  on  the  Member  States  to  report  to  the 
Commission  after  three  years  on  the  progress  on  cooperation  between 
publ lc  uti litles and  auto-producers  of  electricity.  The  Commission 
has  drafted  this  report  on  the  appl !cation of  the  recommendation 
and  the  progress of  the  framework  for  cooperation  on  the  basis of 
Information  received  from  the  Member  States during  1991. 
1  OJ  No  L  335,  7.12.1988,  p.  29  (see  Annex  1). 
2  "Costs  avoided"  - fuel  savings  made  by  electricity-generating companies 
as  a  result  of  Independent  production  and  savings  made  In  Investment 
costs  where  the  regularity of  Independent  production  permits  such 
savings  to  be  made. - 2  -
2.  Situation  In  the  Member  States 
2.1.  Description 
The  situation  In  each  Member  State  Is  described  In  Annex  2  and 
summarized  at  2.3  below. 
The  evaluation  Is  structured as  follows: 
-general  remarks  (definition of  the  framework  for  coopera'tlon); 
- Introduction of  standard contract  criteria; 
-specific procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about  contract 
conditions; 
-obi lgatlon on  publ lc  uti I I ties  to  purchase electricity  from  RWC 
auto-production; 
-authorization of  RWC  auto-production; 
-principles of  pricing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  publ lc 
supply  network; 
-principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  RWC  auto-producers 
from  the  public  supply  network- no  ·discrimination; 
-transparency of  pricing principles; 
-assessment of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation; 
-new  legislation; 
-other measures  (not  Included  In  the  recommendation)  taken  by  the 
Member  States  to  promote  RWC  auto-production. 
The  evaluation of  the  situation  In  the  United  Kingdom  Is  structured 
differently,  as  certain points of  the  recommendation  are  not 
appl !cable  to  the  new  I lberal lzed  framework  for  electricity 
suppl les:  no  distinction  between  auto-producers  and  producers, 
remuneration  fixed  by  the  market  (cost  avoided  Is  not  appl !cable), 
etc. - 3  -
2.2.  Comparison 
The  situation with  regard  to  auto-production  varies greatly  from 
one  Member  State  to  another.  However,  It  Is  possible  to group 
together  the  various  types  of  circumstances which  determine  this 
situation.  A table  has  been  drawn  up  to  facl I I tate  this 
comparison. 
The  table  contains  the  following  Information: 
2.2.1.  Framework  for  cooperation  and  standard  contract  (points  1  and  2 
of  the  recommendation) 
The  way  In  which  the  framework  for  cooperation  Is  defined  Is of 
great  Importance:  the  absence of  a  legal  framework,  even  where 
the  supervisory  authorities  have  adopted  a  recommendation,  can 
lead  to uncertainty  for  new  auto-producers;  the  existence of  an 
agreement  between  the  parties  concerned,  signed  by  the 
representative  associations on  both  sides,  has  an  equivalent 
effect  to  legislation. 
The  following  types  of  situation occur: 
- legal  framework  for  RWC  auto-production  (or  for  certain  forms 
of  auto-production); 
-agreements  between  the  parties concerned; 
recommendation  adopted  by  the  supervisory  authorities; 
-standard contract  for  RWC  auto-production  (or  for  certain  forms 
of  auto-production). 
2.2.2.  Specific  procedures  for  resolving disputes  (point  2  of  the 
recommendation) 
These  apply  to  RWC  auto-production  In  general,  to certain  forms 
of  auto-production or  to certain aspects  thereof  (e.g.  pricing). 
2.2.3.  Obi lgatlon  to  purchase electricity arising  from  RWC  auto-
production 
This  applies  to  RWC  auto-production  In  general  or  to certain 
forms  of  auto-production.  In  some  cases  there  Is  no  expl lclt 
obi lgatlon,  but  the  pub! ic utility does  In  practice  purchase 
electricity produced  by  auto-producers. 
/ - 4  -
2.2.4.  Authorization of  RWC  auto-production  (poln~  3(b)  of  the 
recommendation) 
In  general,  and  up  to  certain  thresholds,  which  vary greatly  from 
one  Member  State  to another,  RWC  auto-producers  do  not  require 
special  authorization,  provided  they  comply  with  technical, 
environmental  and  other  standards.  Beyond  those  thres~61ds 
authorization  Is generally  required  (In  some  cases  the  pUbl lc 
uti llty  Is  consulted). 
2.2.5.  Pricing  for  sales to  the  publ lc  uti I lty  (point  3(c}  of  the 
recommendation) 
The  following  types of  situation occur: 
-base  load:  fuel  cost  avoided,  prices defined  by  the  market  or 
higher  than  the cost  avoided  for  certain  forms  of  auto-
production  (wind  energy  or  renewable  sources  In  general}; 
-peak-load  :  prices defined  by  the market  or  cost  avoided,  which 
may  Include  capacity  payments  (minimum  regularity or  supply  on 
demand). 
The  following  factors  have  a  major  Influence on  the  prices paid 
to  RWC  auto-producers: 
-the type  of  tariff used  by  the  public uti I lty  as  a  basis  for 
calculating auto-production prices; 
-major  regional  differences  In  prices  paid  to auto-producers 
within  a  Member  State; 
-prices paid  to  auto-producers  guaranteed  by  the  Member  State 
for  a  number  of  years. 
2.2.6.  Pricing of  sales  to  the  publ lc uti I lty  (point  3(c)  of  the 
recommendation) 
In  addition  to  non-discriminatory  treatment  compared  with  other 
consumers,  It  Is  Important  for  auto-producers  to  pay  tar 1  ffs 
w·hlch  do  not  penalize  Irregular  consumers,  I.e.  for  the  standing 
charge  to  be  reduced  during  periods  In  which  the  auto-producer 
does  not  need  to  purchase electricity  from  the  publ lc  uti I lty. 
2.2.7.  Transparency  of  pricing principles  (point  3(c)  of  the 
recommendation} 
The  situation  Is  similar  In  alI  Member  States  and  Is  generally 
satisfactory. - 5  -
2.2.8.  New  legislation 
Legislation  adopted  by  the  Member  States  since  the  recommendation 
was  pub I I shed. ~ 
COMPARISON  OF  THE  SITUATION 
,---------------r---------------------------.----------------------~--------------------,----------------------.----------------------r------------------r------------------~--------------~ 
I  Country  I  F'rame..,ork  for  cooperation  I  Spec1f1c  procedures  I  Obligation  to purchase  I  Authorization  of  I  Pricing  of  sales  to  1 Pricing  of  salee  I  Transparency  of  I  New  legialation 
I  I  and  standard  contract  I  for  resolving  disputes  I  I  RWC  auto·producera  I  the  public utility  I  from  the  public  I  pricing  principles  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  Ut lllty  I  I 
Belgium  I  Recommendation  by  the  I  No  {supervisory  I  Accepted  in  principle  I  No  apecial  I·  base  load:  fuel  I·  no  d1acr1m.ina.t1on  I  Pricea of  sales to  J  None 
I  Electricity  ond  Goo  I  authority moy  I  by  the  public utility  I  authorization  I  cost  avoided  I·  no  standing  I  ond  from  the  I 
I  Supervisory  Committee  I  Intervene)  I  I  I·  hlgh·lood hours:  cost  I  charge  I  public utility  I 
I  I  I  I  I  avoided  In  the  long  I  I  clearly defined  I 
I  I  I  I  I  term  (payment  per  kWh  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  and  per  kwl  I  I  I 
Denmark  I·  Agreement  on  wind  energy  I  No  (supervisory  I  Yea  !or wind  energy  I·  L.eaa  than  25  MW:  I·  Wind  energy:  higher  I  No  dlacrimination  I  Principle  of  I  None 
I  and  industrial  auto·  I  authority  may  I  and  industrial  auto·  I  authorization  not  I  than  cost  avoided  I  I  symmetrical 
I  producers  I  intervene  with  regard  I  production  I  required  I·  In general:  eymmet.  I  I  pricing  of  ealee 
I·  Recommendation  by  the  I  to prices)  I  I·  over  2S  MW:  as  for  I  pricing of  sales  and  I  I  and  purchaees 
I  producers·  aoaoclot I on  !DEFl I  I  I  other  produce<&  I  purchooea  I  I 
Germany  I·  Legal  framework  (concerns  I  Yea  I  Yes  for  renewable  I  Authorization  required  I·  Renewable  energies:  I  No  discrimination  I  Pricing  principles  I  1991  t..aw  on 
I  above  all. renewable  I  I  energies  and  for  I  for  installations  I  higher  than  cost  I  I  clearly defined  I  renewable 
I  energies)  I  I  Industrial  auto·  I  above  I  MW  "'hlch  I  avoided  (In  certain  I  I  I  energleo 
I·  Agreement  !or  industrial  I  I  producers  I  supply electricity to  I  cases) 
I  auto· producers  I  I  I  the  public  supply  I·  Other  RWC:  coot 
I  I  I  I  net,ork  I  avoided;  d!!ferent 
I  I  I  I  I  regional  prlceo 
creece  I  Legal  framework  I  No  I  Yea  I·  Authorization  I·  Puel  coat  avoided  I·  No  discrimination  I  Prices  of  sale•  to  I  None 
Spain  t..ega 1  framework  Yeo  I  Yes 
France  Leg  a 1  t ramework  Yeo  Yeo 
I  requ 1 red  (public  I·  No  capac1 t y  paYlnent s  I·  Opt ion  of  reduced  I  and  from  the 
I  utUity consulted)  I·  Oiacrlmlnatlon  I  fixed  charge  and  I  public utility 
I·  Capacity  limite  I  between  private  auto·  I  higher  kWh  price  I  clearly defined 
I  calculated  on  the  I  producers  and  I 
I  basis  of  ovn·uae  I  regional  authorities  I 
I  requirerne.nts  I  (2~\  difference)  I 
Authorization  required  I  Cost  avoided:  I·  No  dlacrtm.inatlon  I  Price  of  sales  I  None 
(for  CHP,  energy  I different  prices  for  I·  Standing  charge  I  baaed  on  pr  1  ce  of 
saving•  of  45-\  I  programmed  or  .I  can  be  reduced  to  I  purchases 
compared  wl th  I  guaranteed  energy  or  I  lBl 
convent tonal  ey&t ems  I  auppl y  on  demand  I 
req!Jl red)  I  (capacity  payments)  I 
LimIt  of  8  000  kVA 
(except  for 
secondary  lnduet.dal 
aJJto· production or 
Cost  avoided 
Capacity  pay:nente 
for  partially 
guaranteed  auppllea 
Prices  baaed  on 
(unfavourable) 
tariffs  for  •very 
long  uee• 
No  d1ecrtminat1on  I  Prices of  ealea  to  I  None 
I  arld  from  the 
I 
a1Jto· product  1  on  from 
vaete) 
I·  Beyond  that  limit, 
I 
I 
I 
' 
authorization 
required  (EDF' 
consul tad) 
I public utility 
l'~learly doflned 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~· Country  framework  for  cooperation 
\  and  standard  contract 
Spect!lc  procedvree  Obligation  to  p\lrch"'ee 
I  !or  reeolvtng  dleputf!t  I 
Author! za.t lon  o! 
I  RWC  auto· producers 
Pricing  of  eales  to 
I  the  public utility 
Pricing  ot  eales 
I  from  the  public 
I  Ut Ill ty 
Trtt.neparency  of  I  !\~  ..  ..,  legielattor. 
I  pricing  prlnclpleo  I 
I  I 
Ireland  I  Standard  contract  I  Yes  Cor  hydro  power  I·  Ye!l  !or  hydro  power  I  No  special  I·  fuel  coat  avoided  I  No  dlecr11'ft1nat1on  1 Pr1Ce&  of  ealee  to  I  1991  etandard 
I·  Accepted  by  the  I  authorization  I·  Capacity  payment  fro111  I  I  and  (rotl'l  the  I  contract 
I  public utility  I  I  10'  (daytime  during  I  I  public utility 
I  I  1  the  winter)  I  I  clearly defined 
I  I  I·  Renewable  energiea: 
I  I  I  higher  thon  coot 
I  I  I  avoided 
Italy  I  Legal  framework  I  No  I  Yeo  I  A.uthorizatton  required  I·  Cost  avoided  I·  No  d1ecrtrn1nat1on  I  Pr1cea  of  ealee  to  I  U91  I 
{on  condition  that  I·  Payment  rnuch  higher  !·  Purchases  can  be  I  and  from  the  I  legislation  I 
eurplua  power  I$  eold  I  than  coat  avoided  !or  J  eet  of!  agtdnat  I  public utility  I  I 
to  ENEL)  I  new  inetallat1one  I  aurpluaee  I  clearly defined  I  I 
I  uolng  rene~o~able  forme  I  I  I  I 
I  of  energy  I  I  I  I 
Luxembourg  I  Standard  contract  {up  to  I  Yes  I  Yea  I  Authorization  required  I·  fuel  cost  avoided  I  No  discrimination  I  Prlcee  of  aalea  to  I  un etandard 
100  )c.W)  I  I  I  above  100  )c.W  I·  No  capacny  payment&  I  I  and  frocn  the  I  contract 
I  I  I  public  uUllty 
I  I  I  clearly defined 
Netherlands  I·  Legal  frtlmework  I  Yee  I  Yes  I  Authorization  required  I·  A.verage  coet  avoided.  I  No  diecr1m1nat1on  I  Sale  pr1cea  linked  I  1989  La._.  I 
I·  Standard  contract  for  power  I  I  I  above  ~  l":W  I·  Very  favourable  terme  I  I  to  purchaae  prices  I  I 
I  generated  from  waote  and  I  I  I  I  for  regular  oupplleo  I  I  I  I 
I  from  CHP  I  I  I  I  (kWh  and  l<W)  I  I  I  I 
Portugal  I·  t..egal  frame'w'ork  I  Yee  I  Yea  I·  Up  to  lO  MW:  I·  Average  coat  avoided  I·  NO  diecr1lftinat1on  I  Sale  pr1cea  linked  I·  1990  standard  I 
I·  Standard  contract  I  I  I  e~~uthor1:z.at1on  not  I·  Extra  pt~y:nent  may  be  I·  Capacity  payment  I  to  purc:;:haee  prices  I  contract  I 
I  I  I  I  required  (no  limit  I  mode  by  the State  I  limited  to  20\  I  I·  l.,l  ~awo  I 
I  I  I  I  Cor  CHPI  I·  Prlc-.o  guaranteed  by  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I·  Over  10  tiw,  llr.kec  or  I  the  State  (tlrot  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  unlinked  licence  I  eight  yeare)  I  I  I 
United  Kingdom  1 Legal  framework  I  Yee  I·  Yee  for  rene.,..a.ble  I  Same  treatmel"t  ae  I·  Prtcea  ~l~ed by  the  I  No  dlsc:rlll'.inat1on  J  Price  fixing  I  1989  La'W  I 
I  energ1ee  I  public utility  I  mar:.C.et  (open  •pool•)  I  I  mechanism  clearly  I 
I·  l"l.t~rir.et  (open  "pool•)  ·1  producers  I  Renewable  energ1ee:  I  I  def1ned  \ 
I  I  I  prlceo  above  tnarket  I  I  I 
I  I  i  I  I  I  price•  tNrro!  I  I  I 
·~  .. 
' 
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2.3.  Summary 
In  general,  cooperation  between  RWC  auto-producers  and  the  public 
uti I ltles has  progressed  along  the  lines  laid  down  In  the 
recommendation. 
In  !:Q(OIIi!u!,  recommendat ton  c.c.  (e)  91/12 of  the  E lectr le-I ty  and 
Gas  Supervisory  Committee  sets  the  prices  paid  to  RWC  auto-
producers  In  line with  the  Council  recommendation.  surptu~ 
electricity  Is  accepted  by  the  public uti I tty,  although  there  Is  no 
legal  obi lgatlon. 
In  l@ehlfll;3,  the  agreements  concerning  wind  energy  (1984)  and 
Industrial  auto-producers  (1982),  supplemented  by  the 
recommendation  of  the  association of electricity producers  (1990), 
ensure  that  auto-producers  receive  treatment  In  I lne  with  the 
Councl 1  recommendation.  On  account  of  the  Insignificant  quantities 
Involved,  the other  RWC  auto-production sectors  (hydroelectricity, 
etc.)  are  not  covered  by  any  agreement,  but  the  1990  recommendation 
of  the  association of  electricity producers  does  apply  to  them. 
The  threshold  beyond  which  auto-producers  require  an  authorization, 
I Ike  other  electricity producers,  Is  relatively  high:  25  MW. 
In  @t#iiufihij,  the  1991  Law  provides  for  uniform,  favourable  treatment 
for  renewable energies.  The  principles underlying  the  agreement 
with  Industrial  auto-producers  (1979,  amended  In  1988)  are  In  line 
with  those  set  out  In  the  Councl I  recommendation.  As  the  costs of 
regional  producers  vary  greatly,  the  payments'made  to  Industrial 
auto-producers  also  vary.  Auto-producers  with  a  capacity greater 
than  1  MW  who  supply  surplus  power  to  the  publ lc uti I tty  require  an 
authorization  (granted  on  the  basis of  the.publ lc  Interest). 
In  [fti§I¥J!fo1,  RWC  auto-product ton  Is  allowed  under  the  1985  Law  (the 
contract  and  pricing principles date  from  1988).  RWC  auto-
producers must  hold  a  I lcence,  granted after  consultation of  the 
publ lc uti I tty,  and  the capacity  I lmlts  are  based  on  the  auto-
producer's  own  electricity or  heat  requirements  (this provision 
discourages  Independent  production).  Prices are  based  solely on 
fuel  cost  avoided  and  are  lower  for  private auto-producers  than  for 
the  regional  authorities  (difference of  25%). 
In~.  the  legal  framework  (1980  and  1982  Laws)  ensures 
favourable  treatment  for  RWC  auto-producers  In  1  lne  with  the 
Councl I  recommendation. - 9  -
1  n  iilfEiaA#.  the  1955  Law  on  1  ndependent  producers  and  subsequent 
Implementing  measures  provide  for  treatment  of  RWC  auto-producers 
below  8  000  kVA  In  I Ina  with  the principles set  out  In  the  Council 
recommendation.  However,  the  prices  paid  to  auto-producers,  based 
on  the  pub! lc utility's tariffs  for  "very  long  use",  seem  rather 
unfavourable. 
In  IU:IItht•l,  the  standard  contract  and  the  new  tariffs  (1991)  for 
non-fuel  auto-producers  are  very  favourable.  Although  the(e  Is  no 
legal  obi lgatlon,  since  1990  the  pub! lc  uti I lty  has  accepted  the 
surpluses of  Industrial  auto-producers  (CHP3);  these  auto-
producers  receive  capacity  payments  only  If  suppl les  from  November 
to  February  exceed  70%  of  capacity. 
In~.  the  1991  legal  framework  provides  for  very  favourable 
treatment  for  RWC  auto-producers  In  1 lne  with  the  Councl I 
recommendation. 
In  i§I£Hrlol•)iil•l.  the  1989  standard contract  applies  to  RWC  auto-
producers  below  100  kW;  prices  are  based  on  the  fuel  cost  avoided. 
In  the  the  1989  Law  ensures  treatment  In  line with  the 
Councl I  recommendation  for  RWC  auto-producers  below  5  MW. 
In  lil@iUIC·flll,  the  standard  contract  (1990)  and  the  Laws  (1988:  up  to 
10  MW;  1991:  over  10  MW)  provide  for  treatment  of  RWC  auto-
producers  In  line with  the  Council  recommendation.  Independent 
producers  with  a  capacity  greater  than  10  MW  can  obtain  an  unlInked 
I lcence  enabling  them  to generate electricity  for  their  own  use  or 
for  sale  to  third parties under  market  arrangements. 
United  Kingdom  In  the  ,  under  the  new  I lberal I zed  arrangements  for 
electricity,  the  purchase obligation  (except  for  renewable 
energies)  and  payments  to auto-producers  based  on  the  cost  avoided, 
contained  In  the  Council  recommendation,  are  not  appl led.  However, 
an  equivalent  effect  Is  achieved,  as  the operation of  the  market 
(open  "pool")  avoids  discrimination  compared  with  other  producers 
or  consumers.  The  Non-Foss! I  Fuel  Obi  lgatlon  (NFFO)  entails very 
favourable  treatment  for  renewable  energies:  purchase  obi lgatlon 
and  prices  higher  than  market  prices. 
3  Combined  Heat  and  Power. - 10  -
3.  Measures  taken  bv  the  Member  States  to  promote  RWC  auto-production  not 
Included  In  the  recommendation 
3.1.  Renewable  energies 
Remuneration  based  on  the  cost  avoided,  as  provided  tor  _In  the 
recommendation,  Is  not  sufficient  to  promote  the  use  of -certain 
renewable  sources of  energy.  In  view of  the  environmental 
benefits,  the  remuneration  In  a  growing  number  of  Member  States  Is 
higher  than  the  cost  avoided:  In  Denmark  (since  1984  for  wind 
power),  Germany  (since  1991),  Ireland  (since  1991),  Italy  (since 
1991)  and  the  United  Kingdom  (since  1990,  prices  above  market 
prIces). 
This  remuneration  Is  supplemented  In  certain cases  by  tax 
exemptions,  Investment  subsidies or  preferential  loans:  In  Denmark 
(wind  power),  Spain  (RWC  auto-product.lon),  Italy,  Netherlands,  etc. 
3.2.  Remuneration  guarantees 
In  order  to  reduce  the  risks  faced  by  new  RWC  auto-producers, 
Portugal  guarantees  remuneration  during  the  first  eight  years:  the 
tariffs wl  I I  not  be  less  than  90%  of  those  Initially appl led.  This 
promotion  measure  Is  supplemented  by  a  subsidy  paid  by  the State 
per  kWh,  equal  to  the  subsidy  (If  any)  paid  to  thermal  power 
stations on  their  fuel  ol I  consumption  (payment  equivalent  to  300  g 
of  fuel  ol I  per  kWh). 
3.3.  State aids 
Insofar  as  the  above  measures  constitute State aids within  the 
meaning  of  Article 92  of  the  EEC  Treaty,  the  Commission  Is  In  the 
process of  examining  or  has  already  approved  these  measures. 
3.4.  Promotion of  combined  heat  and  power  generation  (CHP) 
A pol Icy  of  active  promotion of  CHP  generation  is  being  conducted 
In  various  Member  States,  Including  the  Netherlands,  Ireland  (aimed 
at  Industry),  Denmark  (conversion of  district  heating  Instal lations 
to  CHP),  Italy  (agreement  between  the  public utility and  leading 
industrial lsts  to  increase  auto-production  from  800  MW  to 
4  000  MW)  ,  etc . - 11  -
4.  Conclusions 
4.1.  In  spite of  the  good  progress  which  has  been  made,  there  are stl I I 
a  number  of  obstacles  to  the  appl !cation of  the  recommendation,  as 
follows: 
(a)  Authorization  of  RWC  auto-producers 
In  general,  beyond  a  certain capacity  threshold,  auto-producers 
require  a  special  authorization.  The  threshold  varies greatly 
from  one  Member  State  to  another,  and  so  cannot  be  justified 
only  on  the  need  to ensure  the  smooth  operation of  public 
sector  undertakings,  as  provided  for  In  the  recommendation.  In 
practice,  the  decision  regarding  the  authorization of  RWC  auto-
producers  above  the  capacity  thresholds  Is  taken  by  the  pub! ic 
authorities,  who  are  liable  to  take  account  principally of  the 
Interests of  the  pub! lc  uti 1 lty  companies:  In  Greece  (the 
pub! lc  uti I lty  Is  consulted  In  all  cases),  Luxembourg  (100  kW), 
Germany  (1  MW),  France  (public uti I lty  consulted  above 
8  000  kVA),  etc. 
(b)  Purchase obi lgatlon 
The  pub! lc  uti I lty  agrees  to  purchase  surplus electricity,  but 
Is  not  in  alI  cases  under  a  legal  pbl lgatlon  to  do  so  (I.e. 
guaranteed  by  a  legal  framework,  a  standard  contract  or  an 
agreement).  This  situation  lmpl les  a  degree of  uncertainty  for 
new  auto-producers  In  Belgium  and  In  Ireland  (except  for 
renewable  energies). 
(c)  Pricing of  sales  to  the  publ lc utility 
Taking  account  only of  the  cost  of  fuel  avoided  In  high-load 
hours  results  In  discrimination against  RWC  auto-producers  In 
Luxembourg  and  Greece.  In  France,  the  publ lc  uti I lty 
calculates  the  remuneration of  auto-producers  on  the  basis of 
rather  unfavourable  tariffs (tariffs  for  very  long  use).  In 
Germany,  In  view  of  the  differences  in  costs  between  regional 
publ lc  uti I lty  producers,  the  remuneration  of  Industrial  auto-
producers  varies greatly  (by  up  to  40%). - 12  -
(d)  Pricing of  purchases  from  the  publ lc  uti I lty 
RWC  auto-producers  pay  the  same  prices as other  consumers. 
However,  the  standing  reserve  charge  can  be  considered  to 
discriminate against  Irregular  consumers,  as  the  average  price 
of  energy  purchased  Is  likely  to  be  very  high.  Ther~  Is  no 
such  standing  charge  In  Belgium,  It  Is  I lmlted  to  2o%·  In 
Portugal  and  can  be  I lmlted  to  18%  In  Spain.  In  Italy,  RWC 
auto-producers  can  set  their  sales  to  the  publ lc uti I 11Y 
against  future  purchases  during  the  same  type  of  annual  period 
and  for  the  same  time  of  day. 
4.2.  The  Directive on  the  completion of  the  Internal  market  In 
electricity  Is  currently  under  discussion.  Once  the  new  legal 
framework  has  been  defined,  the  Commission  wl  I I  consider  whether  It 
Is  appropriate  to  propose  specific measures  for  RWC  auto-production 
to  the  Councl I. 13 
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COUNCIL  RECOMMENDATION 
of  8  November  1988 
co promore cooperarion berween public ur11iries and aura-producers of elecrricicy 
THE  COUNCIL OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMU'<ITIF.S. 
Having  regard  ro  rhe  Treary  establish•ng  rhe  Europeiln 
Econom1c  Communiry,  and  in  parucular  .-\n,cle  2.15 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Comm•ss•on { ). 
Havmg  regard  ·ro  the  op1n10n  ol  thc  European 
Parliament('). 
Hav•ng regard to the op1n10n of. the  Econom•c anJ Sou  ill 
Commiuee ( '). 
Whereas.  1n  I!S  resolution  of  16  September  l 'lXf. 
concern1ng  new  Commun1ty energy  pohcv ob,ecr.ves  lor 
199 5 and  rhe convergence ot the  policies of  rhc  Mc:rnher 
Scares('),  the  Council  adopted  as  secroral  ob!ccr•v.:s 
•mproved  energy  effiCiency  1n  all  secror~  and  a  grear<:r 
conrr1bution from  new and renewable sources oi energv 
Whereas.  1n  accordance  w1th  the  resoluuon  ot  26 
November  1986 on  a  Communiry onentat10n  ro  develop 
new  and  renewable  energy  sources n.  rhe  Council 
adopred.  on  9  June  !988,  recommendatiOn  fl!l/l4'1f[ EC 
on  develop•ng  the  exploitation  of  renewable  encrgv 
sources  1n  the  Commun1ry ("); 
\'V'hereas  on  25  Ocrober  1977  the  Councd  adopu:d 
recommendauon  77/714/EEC  on  the  creat•on  m  th~: 
(')OJ  No  c  172,  I.  7.  1988.  p.  9 
(')  LiJ  No  c  lJ5,  I 2.  9.  1988.  p  174. 
(')OJ  No  c  309,  5  12.  1988 
(')OJ  No  c  241.  15.  9  1986,  p  I. 
(1  OJ  No c  316.  9.  11.  1986.  p.  I. 
('}OJ  No  L  160.  28  6.  198&.  p.  46. 
Member  Stares  of  adv1sor:·  bodies  or  commitcees  to 
promote  comb• ned  heat  and  power  production  and  the 
exploitauon  ol  .reSidual  hear n : 
Whereas (Ombined  heat anJ  power gt:nerauon (CHP) and 
waste  energy  (combustion  ot  waste  and  use  oi  res1dual 
heat  1n  industrv). with  their  potential  ior  ad  substitution 
and  sa•11ngs  oi exhaustible  primary energy sources. could. 
make  Jn  •rnportant  contribut•on  to  the  achievement  of 
the  Corn mun•r•/s  199 5  energv  pohcv  ObJeCtives : 
\v'hereas  the  generatiOn  of  clcctnCity  •s  a  common  iield 
oi  applicatiOn  nor  only  for  renew~blc  ~ources of  energy 
but also  ior  waste  energy and  for  CHP (in  total  hereafter 
oiled RWC) Jnd  •s  rherefore oi cruc.al 1mportance to the 
development  of  this  energy  supply  potential: 
'X'hereas  these  power  generat10n  proces~es  are  ma1nly 
>u•ted.  because  of  1nherem  factors.  ro  auto-producnon 
ours1de  rhe  public  supply  system. 
Whereas  ~he  profitability  of  RWC  auro-producuon  will 
also  depend  on  the  cond1t10ns  oi  cooperation  with  the 
public  util1ues (')  as  regards  sales  of  surplus  electricity. 
purchases  of  add1ttonal  electricitv.  and  the  provision  of 
r~servc  capac•ty ; 
\'V'hereas  cerram  ex1st1ng  laws  and  adminiStrative 
proviSIOns  can  consutute  an  obstack  to  the development 
of  RWC  aura- productiOn : 
[')OJ  No  L  295.  18  II.  1977,  p ..  i 
(')  For  the  purposes of  this recommendation. ·pubhc uuhry' shall 
mean an  undertaking whose  prinCipal  ob1ect1ve  is  the genera· 
11on,  transmission  and/or d•str1but1on  of  dectnCity  for  supply 
to  thHd  part1es.  Publ1c  utilities  may  have  ditferenr  corpo1ate 
structure-s. page  2  of 2 
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Who:rcas  the  proce  lor the Juto·  produlc:r'~ do:ctrocoty  sail's 
to  the  public  nerwork  should  b<'  gl·arcd  as  closely  as 
possible  to  the  costs  that  (.In  hl·  ;vt>odcd  on  rhe  publoc 
'iupply system  in  order to  ,~:uarantcc: .tppropriate  revenues 
lor  rhe  auto-producer ; 
Whereas  a  framework  oi  .lpproproato:  measures  should 
govern cooperation on  electricorv  bo:rwcen  auto-producers 
.1nd  public  utilities  by  establoshong  common  pronciples 
and  hence  creating  better  condotoons  ior  the  further 
development  of  RWC  auto-producuon  of  electricHy  in 
the  Community. 
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS  TO  fHE  \1EMRER  ST:\TES 
that. on order to prom  Ott'  auto-production of e!ectrocotv. 
b~sed on  renewable  energv  sources.  waste  energv  ~nd 
comboned heat and  power (R\X'C),  rhey should provide 
a  framework  for  cooperauon  berween  pubhc  utilitoes 
and  all  RWC  auto-producers.  under  whoch  the 
.:onditions  concernong  the  quanto~·  and  proce  ~ 
electricity  exchanges  are  agreed  in  accordance  woth 
common  principles. 
)  that  they  should  racdotatc  the  creation  oi  tho> 
iramework  by  the  ontroductoon  of  standard  contrau 
croteria : 
either  by  volun:arv  ~rrangements  between  the 
parties  concerno:d.  or 
oi  necessary.  through  ,peciiic  legal  or  admono:;-
trattve  provosions. 
and  that  existing  legal  or  adrmmstrauve  provosoons  at 
varoance  with  such  Ullena  should  be  adapted 
accordingly. The need  tor detimng specific  procedures 
lor  resolving disputes ahout contract condiuons should 
also  be  examined. 
that  they  should  ensure  wothon  such  arranger.1ents  or 
provosoons : 
(a)  that  the  public  uulotoc:s  <hould  be  obliged  to  orler 
to  purchase  those  quantotoes  of  electrocotv  which 
.Hose  out of  RWC auto-production. always  provided 
that  the  smooth  ::conomoc  operatoon  of  existing 
public  generatong  plants  os  nOt  thereby 
Jeopardized ; 
(b)  that,  wnlo  rc:gard  tu  4uanr.ito~s.  R \X'C  .\lHO·pro-
ductoon  ot  dcctroC::Hv  os  ~uthorozed in  principle  as 
long  as  a  puhloc  ontl·rnt  os  not  thereby  r:1fringed, 
and  that  ot  os  •mpnlcd  nel!her  by  h.•gal  and 
admonostratovc  provo,;oons  nor  by  conditions 
omposeJ  by  tho:  publoL  utihuo:s; 
(c)  that  wnh  regard  to  pri.:cs  ·;· _ 
reombursemcnt ior  ~lo:ctricity sales-to the public 
supply  network  trom  RWC  autO·production 
should : 
bo:  based promaroly on rhe long-term average 
costs  avoidabk  bv  the  public  utiliues  on 
theor  Jrc.o  or  '>upply. 
correspond  ~t  least  to  the  vanabk  C05ts 
avo1dabk  hv  the:  public  utilities. o.e.  maonlv 
the  ,avon)!;  m.1Je  in  fuel  costs. 
guarant.:t·  <ht•  auto-producer  add~toonal 
reombur~t:mcnt tc the extent that he enables 
the  publo'  ~uppiv network  to  make  savongs 
in  onvestmt:nt  ,·osts  in  the  generation  or 
purchase  oi  eln:trocitv.  The  size  oi  this 
reornhurst·mtnt  should  depend  on  how 
rt·gularlv  the:  .luto-produccr's  electrico(V 
productoon  c.1pacotv  os  available.  c:spc<'ial!v 
at  peak  peroods. 
reimbursement  ior  the  purchase  oi  electncoty 
irom  the  pu~,loc  supplv  network  is  determined 
on  such a  wa,· thJt auto-producers Jrc treated  in 
'the  sam~  w,l\'  ·"  comparable  pur..:haser~  "'ho 
have  no  mc:an-;  ot  auto-production. 
the  rules  r.:gardong  this  reimbursement  are 
framed >0 "' to bl'  .1s  tr.1r1Spartnt as  pos;ihk 
4.  that they report to thl' Commossion aiter three years on 
the  progress  on  (OOpo:ratoon  between  public  utiliues 
and  auto-producers  oi  t>lectncotY. 
Done  .1!  8russds.  X  0:G,c:d>t'r  19HS. 
.>,  PEPONIS 
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Evaluation of  the  situation  In  each  Member  State 
Be 1  g 1  um .................................................  pages  A2-2.  to  4 
Denmark .................................................  pages  A2-5  to  7 
Germany .................................................  pages  A2-8  to  10 
Greece ..................................................  pages  A2-11  to  13 
Spain ....................................................  pages  A2-14  to  16 
France ..................................................  pages  A2-17  to  19 
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Ita  I y ...................................................  pages  A2-23  to  25 
Luxembourg ..............................................  pages  A2-26  and  27 
Net her I ands .............................................  pages  A2-28  to  30 
Por tuga I ................................................  pages  A2-31  to  33 
United  K i n~dom ..........................................  pages  A2-34  and  35 - A2-2  -
Belgium 
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarKs 
No  legal  framework. 
Recommendation  C.C.  (e)  91/12 of  the  Electricity  and  Gas 
Supervisory  Committee:  tariff measures  to  be .appl led  from  1.1.91 
(based on  the  Committee's  descriptive  notes  C.G.E.E.  2896  and  2901 
of  1.4.89,  appl !cable  to  auto-producers  who  produce electricity 
with  a  view  to  recovering or  saving energy). 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard contract  criteria 
-No standard contract. 
-General  rules  fix  the  tariffs for  electricity bought  and  sold  by 
auto-producers  (see  point  1). 
(b)  Definition of  specific  procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
-No specific procedure. 
- In  case of  serious dispute,  the  Control  Committee  and  the 
Ministry  for  Economic  Affairs may  Intervene. 
3.  (a)  Obi lgatlon on  pub! lc  uti I I ties  to  purchase electricity arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
-No  legal  obi lgatlon. 
-"The producers/distributors of  electricity are  In  principle 
prepared  to  purchase  surplus energy  produced  by  auto-producers 
and  to  supply  them  with  supplementary or  standby  energy 
suppl les."  (letter  from  Belgium,  dated  22.12.89) 
/ - A2-3  -
(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricitY auto-production 
No  special  authorization  for  auto-producers. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  BWC  electricitY sales  to  the  oUbl lc 
supply  network 
-Tariffs fixed  by  the  descriptive  notes  (see  point  1). 
-Tariffs based  on: 
-kWh:  fuel  cost  +  part  of  the  "supplementary  Investment  costs of 
new  nuclear  power  stations"  (between  60%  and  80%  during  high-
load  hours  only); 
- kW:  80%  of  the  capacity  payment  during  high-load  hours  (average 
of  power  minima  during  high-load  and  peak-load  hours). 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  publ lc  supply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Tariffs structured  as  at  point  4(a): 
-kWh:  fuel  cost  +  "supplementary  Investment  costs of  new  nuclear 
power  stations"  (different  prices according  to  season  and  time 
of  day) 
kW:  capacity  payment  based on  the  maximum  power  consumption 
each  month  (different  prices  according  to  season  and  time of 
day) 
-Tariffs which  do  not  penalize  Irregular  consumers:  capacity 
payment  based  on  the  maximum  power  consumption  each  month. 
(c)  TransparencY  of  pricing  principles 
The  prices of  sales  and  purchases  are  clearly defined  and  have  the 
same  structure. 
17 - A2-4  -
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
No  legal  framework,  resulting  In  uncertainty  for  new  auto-
producers. 
In  practice,  no  obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production. 
6.  New  legislation 
None. 
7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  promote  RWC  auto-
production  taken  bY  the  Member  State 
None. 
/ - A2-5  -
Denmark 
progress  reoort 
1.  General  remarks 
No  legal  framework  for  auto-production. 
Wind  power:  1984  agreement  between  DEF  (Danish  Association of 
Electricity  Producers)  and  Danish  Wind  Power  and  the  Association of 
Danish  Wind  Mt  II  Producers  val td  untl I  1994. 
Industrial  auto-producers:  1982  agreement  between  DEF  and 
lndukraft,  amended  by  the  1990  DEF  recommendations  on  tariffs. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
No  standard contract. 
Wind  power:  1984  agreement  between  DEF  and  the  wind  power  sector. 
Industrial  auto-production:  1982  agreement  between  DEF  and 
lndukraft,  amended  by  the  1990  DEF  recommendations  on  tariffs, 
appl led  by  ELKRAFT  (Zealand  area)  and  to  be  appl led  by  ELSAM 
(Jutland  and  Funen  area)  from  1992. 
Other  sectors of  auto-production  (hydroelectricity,  etc.):  no 
agreement  because of  Insignificant  quantities  Involved;  the  1990 
DEF  recommendations  apply. 
(b)  Definition of  specific orocedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
In  the  event  of  disagreement  regarding  prices,  the  Committee  on 
Electricity Prices  can  Intervene  under  the  1976  General  Electricity 
Law. 
3.  (a)  Obi lgatlon  on  oubl lc  uti I itles  to  purchase electricity arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
There  Is  a  legal  obi lgatlon  to  purchase electricity  from  the 
sectors  covered  by  agreements  with  DEF  (Industrial  auto-producers, 
wind  power). 
I 1 
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(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricitY auto-production 
-No authorization  Is  required  for  Instal lations below  25  MW  (other 
than  for  technical  and  safety  reasons). 
-Authorization  Is  required  for  Instal lations over  25  MW.  as  for  ,  .. 
alI  electricity producers. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  BWC  electricity sales  to  the  pub! lc 
supply  network 
-Wind  power  (untl I  1994): 
- 85%  of  price  to  consumers  If  alI  production  Is  sold;  70%  of 
price  to  consumers  If  part  of  production  Is  consumed; 
-State premium  per  kWh:  the  State  pays  the electricity  tax  and 
VAT; 
-payment  of  part  of  the  connection  and  Investment  costs. 
-Other  private  producers  (for  ELKRAFT,  and  from  1992  for  ELSAM): 
-symmetrical  pricing  for  sales and  purchases  (kWh); 
- aval labl I lty  premium  (kW); 
-time-of-day tariffs; 
-before these  tariffs were  appl led,  the  price was  based  on  the 
marginal  cost  of  fuel  avoided. 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  pybl lc  sypply  network.  No  discrimination 
-Wind  power  (untl I  1994):  same  price as  for  other  consumers. 
-Other private  producers  (for  ELKBAFT,  and  from  1992  for  ELSAM): 
-symmetrical  pricing  for  sales and  purchases; 
- aval !able-capacity  premium; 
-time-of-day tariffs; 
-before  these  tariffs were  applied,  preferential  capacity 
premium  compared  with  other  consumers  (made  up  of  normal 
suppl les  and  cheaper  reserve  suppl les). 
(c)  Transparency  of  pricing principles 
Principle of  uniform  pricing of  sales and  purchases. - A2-7  -
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
In  spite of  the  lack  of  legal  framework,  there  are  In  practice  no 
obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production. 
6.  New  legislation 
None. 
7.  Other  measures  Coot  Included  In  the  recommendation)  to  promote  RWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
Wind  power: 
-State premium  per  kWh:  the  State  pays  the  electricity  tax  and 
VAT; 
-payment  of  part  of  the  connection  and  Investment  costs. 
Energy  2000  Programme:  conversion of  district  heating  Instal lations 
to  combined  heat  and  power  production. 
.• - A2-8  -
Germany 
Progress reoort 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
Electricity  Law  (Stromelnspelsungsgesetz),  entered  Into  force  on 
1  January  1991:  It  contains  provisions on  the  production of 
electricity  from  wind  power,  solar  power,  agricultural  products  and 
biological  wastes  (without  capacity  restrictions)  and  other 
renewable  sources  such  as  hydro  (up  to  5  MW). 
Agreement  of  1  August  1979  on  greater  cooperation  between  the 
publ lc  uti 1 lty  companies  and  Industrial  auto-producers,  amended  on 
27  June  1988,  signed  by  the  Association of  German  Power  Stations 
(VDEW),  the  Federation of  German  Industry  (801)  and  the  Association 
of  Industrial  Power  Producers  (VIK). 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
No  State control  over  contracts  for  the  supply of  electricity 
produced  by  private  Instal lations,  which  are  concluded  under 
private  law. 
The  1991  Electricity  Law  contains  provisions  (prices,  purchase 
obligation)  to  promote  the  production of electricity  from  renewab·le 
energies  (see  point  1). 
The  agreement  between  VDEW,  801  and  VIK  lays  down  the  principles 
governing  contracts  between  the  publ lc uti I tty  companies  and 
Industrial  auto-producers  who  produce  electricity using .combined 
heat  and  power  generation  (CHP),  residual  fuels  or  hydroelectric 
Instal lations  (see  point  1). 
(b)  Definition of  specific  procedures  for  resolving disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
Point  3  of  the  agreement  between  VDEW,  801  and  VI~ of  1  July  1985 
stipulates  that  disputes  between  member  companies  of  the 
associations  concerned  are  to  be  resolved  by  a  concl 1 latlon 
procedure  conducted  by  those  associations. 
Auto-producers  who  receive  discriminatory  treatment  from  the  publ lc. 
uti I lty  can  appeal  to  the  authorities under  the  Law  on  Restrictive 
Practices  <§103,  paragraph  5,  sentence  2,  No  3  of  the  "Gesetz  Uber 
Wettbewerbsbeschr~nkungen"). - A2-9  -
3  (a)  Obi  !gat ton  on  pub! !c uti 1 !ties to  purchase  electricity arising  from 
BWC  auto-production 
- The  agreement  between  VDEW,  BDI  and  VIK  provides  for  the 
electricity produced  by  Industrial  auto-producers  from  CHP, 
residual  fuels  or  hydroelectric plants  to  be  purchased.by  the 
public utility companies  (see  point  1).  ·-
-The  1991  Electricity Law  obliges  the  pub! lc  uti I tty  companies  to 
purchase electricity produced  from  renewable  sources  of  energy 
(see  point  1). 
(b)  Authorization of  RWC  electricitY auto-production 
-Authorization  Is  not  required  for  BWC  auto-production;  however, 
the  local  public uti 1 lty  company  must  be  Informed  (§5(2)  of  the 
Energlewlrtschaftsgesetz  (Energy  Law)).  Authorization  Is 
required  to  supply  electricity  to  third parties,  except  for 
Instal lations  below  1  MW  which  sel I  their  surplus  production  to 
the  pub! lc  supply  network. 
-Construction,  renovation  or  extension must  be  notified to  the 
supervisory authorities  In  the  case of  (1)  auto-production 
Instal lations  above  10  MW  and  (2)  auto-production  Installations 
above  1  MW  which  set I  electricity  to  third  parties  (Including  the 
pub! lc  supply  network).  The  authorities  can  require notification 
for  smaller  Installations  In  certain cases.  Autllorlzatlon  for 
notified  Instal lations  to  sel I  electricity  to  third parties  Is 
given on  the  basis of  the  pub! lc  Interest. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  oubl lc 
suoply  network 
-The agreement  between  VDEW,  BDI  and  VIK  provides  for  prices  based 
on  the  cost  avoided  by  the  pub! lc  uti I lty,  taking  account  of 
savings  made  In  transport  and  distribution.  The  prices  vary 
according  to  the  season  (summer,  winter)  and  the  time of  day 
(peak  load,  base  load).  The  agreement  provides  for  an 
aval lab! I tty  premium  for  suppl les at  peak-load  periods  exceeding 
1/3 of  the  capacity of  the  auto-producer.  As  the  cost  of  the 
pub! lc  uti I lty  varies  from  one  region  to  another,  the 
remuneration of  auto-producers  also varies  (by  up  to  40%),  In 
spite of  the  minimum  price provided  for  In  the  agreement. 
-Sales of  electricity produced  from  renewable  energies  (with  the 
restrictions  Indicated  at  point  1  above)  are  subject  to  a  minimum 
level  of  remuneration  throughout  Germany,  which  may  be  higher 
than  the  cost  avoided: - A2-10  -
- 90%  of  the  average  price  paid  by  the  final  consumer  for  solar 
and  wind  power; 
- 75%  of  the  average  price  paid  by  the  final  consumer  for  other 
renewable  sources;  the  price  Is  reduced  for  Installations above 
500  kW,  with  a  minimum  of  65%.  ,  .. 
(b)  Prlncloles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  RWC  auto-pr.oducers 
from  the  Publ lc  suoPIY  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with other  consumers. 
- In  case of  discrimination,  the  auto-producer  can  appeal  to  the 
authorities under  the  Law  on  restrictive practices  (§22(5), 
26(2),  103(5)  and  104a). 
- It  Is  possible  to  conclude  temporary  or  long-term  reserve 
contracts. 
(c)  Transparency  of  pricing  principles 
Pricing principles are  clearly defined.  Via  his association,  the 
auto-producer  can  compare  his  tariffs with  those  appl led  by  other 
publ lc uti I lty  companies. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
Authorization  required  above  1  MW  If  the  auto-producer  sells 
electricity to  the  network. 
Remuneration  of  auto-producers  varies  from  one  region  to another. 
6.  New  legislation 
Electricity  Law  entered  Into  force  on  1  January  1991. 
7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation)  to  promote  RWC  auto 
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
Remuneration  higher  than  the  cost  avoided  for  certain auto-producers 
using  renewable  energies.· - A2-11  -
Greece 
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
Law  1559/85 of  25  Apr I I  1985  appl les  to  auto-producers  who  use 
alternative  sources of  energy or  conventional  fuels. 
Ministerial  Decisions: 
- SE  2689/17.12.87- wind-power  generators 
- SE  2708/17.12.87- I lcences 
- SE  2752/15.2.88- remuneration of  auto-producers 
- SE  2769/27.4.88- contracts 
- 7214/F11/4/8.7.88- supplements  SE  2708/17.12.87 
- SE  2792/21.4.88- categories of  Islands 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
The  existing  legal  framework  determines  the  relationship  between 
auto-producers  and  the  Publ lc  Power  Corporation  (DEl). 
(b)  Definition of  specific  procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
No  specific procedure. 
3.  (a)  Obi lgatloo  on  Publ tc  uti 1 I ties  to  purchase electricitY arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
There  Is  a  legal  obi lgatlon  to  purchase  surplus electricity: 
Article  8  of  Law  1559/85. 
(b)  Authorization of  RWC  electricitY auto-production 
-Authorization  required  from  the  Ministry of  Energy,  after 
consulting  the  DEl,  to obtain establ lshment,  Instal latlon  and 
operation  I lcences,  except  for: 
- Instal lations using  wind  power,  solar  power  or  energy  from  the 
sea,  and  reserve  Instal lations  (establ lshment  I lcence), - A2-12  -
-generators  below  10  kW,  standby  generators  below  50  kW  or 
Industrial  standby  generators  below  100  kW  (Instal latlon  and 
operation  I lcences). 
-To obtain  these  1 lcences,  auto-producers  must  be  In  one  of  the 
following  cases: 
'r·4 
- Installations using  wind  power,  solar  power,  biomass or  energy 
from  the  sea,  with  a  capacity  of  less  than  3  times  own.-use 
requirements; 
-geothermal  installations with  a  capacity of  less  than  twice 
own-use  requirements  (this  limit  does  not  apply  If  DEl  decides 
not  to exploit  the  remaining  geothermal  power); 
-hydroelectric  Instal lations with  a  capacity  of  less  than  5  MW 
(provided  DEl  does  not  intend  to operate  them  within  5  years); 
-combined  heat  and  power  generation  (CHP)  Instal lations with  a 
capacity of  less  than  the  heat  consumed  or  distributed  to  third 
parties; 
-electricity production  Instal lations  which  use  residual  heat  or 
residual  products,  without  any  restriction pn capacity; 
-standby  Instal lations which  cover  Interruptions  In  DEl 
electricity suppl les; 
-Installations which  cover  own-use electricity requirements 
which  DEl  Is  unable  to  cover; 
- Instal lations  below  100  kW,  where  the  cost  of  connection  Is 
exorbItant. 
4.  (a)  Prlncloles of  or Icing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  publ lc 
supply  network 
-Price based  on  the  fuel  cost  avoided: 
-auto-producers  above  1  000  kW:  tariffs vary  according  to 
voltage  and  time  of  day:  (peak  load  (based  on  the  cost of oil), 
base  load  (based  on  the  price of  I Ignite),  Intermediate 
(weighted  average  of  the  preceding  two  prices)); 
-auto-producers  below  1  000  kW:  tariffs vary  according  to 
voltage  and  time  of  day:  normal  load  and  base  load; 
-auto-producers situated on  Islands:  tariffs depend  on  the  cost 
of  fuel  ol I  used  by  DEl  (Islands classified  In  3  groups}. - A2-13  -
- No  capacity  payments. 
-There  Is  a  25%  premium  for  electricity produced  by  companies 
belonging  to or  managed  by  regional  authorities. 
't. ~ 
4.  (b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  pub! lc  supply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Tariffs based  on  capacity  (kW)  of  contract  and  the  energy  (kWh), 
which  depends  on  voltage  and  tlme  of  day  (day  and  night  rates). 
-Option of  a  tariff wlth  a  lower  standing  charge  and  a  higher 
energy  charge. 
-Lower  energy  prices  apply  above  a  certain  level  of  consumption 
(400  kWh  per  kW). 
4.  (c)  Transparency of  pricing  principles 
The  prices of  sales  and  purchases  are  clearly defined. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
Capacity  I lmlts  for  auto-producers:  calculated  In  general  by 
reference  to  the  auto-producer's own  energy  needs  (electricity or. 
heat). 
Role  of  DEl  In  the  process of  obtaining  the  various  types of 
I lcence. 
Discrimination  between  private  auto-producers  and  regional 
authorities  (25%  difference  In  the  DEl  tariffs  for  purchases of 
electricity). 
6.  New  legislation 
None  since  the  publ !cation of  the  Councl 1  recommendation. 
7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  oromote  RWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
None. - A2-14  -
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
Law  82/80 of  30  December  1980  on  energy  conservation:  appl !cable  to 
auto-producers,  smal I  hyd~oelectrlc power  stations and  power 
stations using  renewable  sources of  energy. 
Decree  907/1982 of  2  Apr I I  on  auto-production. 
Decree  1217/1981  of  10  Apr I I  on  the  promotion  of  smal I 
hydroelectric  power  stations. 
Decree  1544/1982 of  25  June  on  the  promotion  of  the  construction of 
hydroelectric  power  stations. 
Ministerial  Order  of  7  January  1991:  fixes electricity tariffs for 
1991. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard contract  criteria 
-No standard contract,  but  the existing  legal  framework  fixes  the 
conditions  for  sales and  purchases  of  electricity between  auto-
producers  and  the electricity companies  (rights,  obi lgatlons  and 
tariffs). 
- In  order  to benefit  from  more  favourable  conditions  for 
guar-anteed  or  programmed  energy  sales,  there must  be  a  contract, 
which  must  be  lodged  with  the  competent  provincial  authorities. 
(b)  Definition of  specific  procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
Disputes  concerning  contractual  conditions  are  resolved  by  the 
provincial  bodies  of  the  competent  administration. 
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3.  (a)  Obi !gatlon on  pub! !c  uti! !ties  to  purchase electricity arising  from 
BWC  auto-production 
There  Is  a  legal  obi lgatlon  to  purchase  surplus electricity. 
(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricity auto-production 
-Authorization  required  from  the  Ministry of  Industry  and  Energy 
or  the  competent  regional  authority. 
-To obtain  the  necessary  authorization,  auto-producers  using 
combined  heat  and  power  generation  (CHP)  must  achieve  a  minimum 
energy  efficiency:  minimum  45%  primary  energy  saving  compared 
with  production of  the  same  amount  of  electricity  u~lng 
conventional  systems. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  RWC  electricitY sales  to  the  pub! lc 
suooiY  network 
-Electricity  Is  divided  Into  3  categories: 
-guaranteed energy  (minimum  2  years), 
-programmed  energy  (weekly), 
-other energy. 
-Energy  tariffs  (kWh)  are  based  on  the  prices  paid  by  consumers: 
95%  for  guaranteed  energy,  90%  for  programmed  energy,  85%  for 
other  energy. 
-Capacity  payments  are  made  to  auto-producers  who  supply 
electricity  to  the  electricity company  on  demand. 
- Energy  produced  by  the  auto-producer  Is  exempt  from  certain 
charges  contained  In  the  tariffs:  uranium  stock,  second  part  of 
the  fuel  cycle,  stoppage  of  nuclear  power  stations,  percentage 
for  OFICO  (Electricity Compensation Office). 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  cubl lc  supply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Tariffs based  on  capacity  (kW)  of  contract  and  energy  (KWh), 
which  depends  on  the  time  of  day:  low-load,  high-load,  peak-load 
periods. 
·' - A2-16  -
-Option  (on  certain conditions)  to  choose  tariffs which  do  not 
penal lze  Irregular  consumers:  the  auto-producer  must  pay  for  the 
maximum  capacity used  each  month  and  only  18%  of  the  difference 
between  this and  the  capacity specified  In  the  contract,  thus 
enabling  the  auto-producer  to  reduce  the  standing  charge  to  18%. 
(c)  Transparency  of  pricing principles 
The  prices of  sales are  based  on  the  prices of  purchases. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
No  obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production. 
6.  New  legislation 
None. 
7.  Other  measures  Coot  Included  In  the  recommendation)  to  promote  BWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
Energy  produced  by  the  auto-producer  Is  exempt  from  certain charges 
contained  In  the  tariffs: 
uranium  stock, 
second  part  of  the  fuel  cycle, 
stoppage of  nuclear  power  stations, 
percentage  for  OFICO  (Electricity Compensation Office). - A2-17  -
France 
progress  report 
1.  General  remarKs 
There  Is  a  legal  frameworK. 
Decree  55-662  of  20  May  1955  on  Independent  electricity producers. 
Annex  111  to Article  27  of  the General  Conditions of  the  concession 
to  EDF  of  the  general  supply  network:  "Purchases of  energy  from 
Independent  producers". 
Conditions  for  the  purchase  of  electricity by  EDF  of  20.4.90. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
-Article  1  of  the  Decree  of  20  May  1955:  energy  purchased  by  EDF 
under  a  contract  lasting at  least  5  years or  for  the  period of 
amortization of  the  auto-producer's  Instal latlon  (at  the 
producer's  request). 
-There  are  standard  contracts  for  low-voltage  and  medium-voltage 
suppl les,  partly guaranteed  suppl les  and  Independent 
hydroelectricity  producers. 
(b)  Definition of  specific procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
Artic~e 27  of  the  General  Conditions or  the  concession  to  EDF  of 
the general  supply  network:  "In  the  event  of  disagreement  on  the 
Implementation of  this Article,  a  rul lng  shal I  be  made  by  the 
Minister  responsible  for  electricity,  after  consulting  the 
Electricity and  Gas  Councl 1." 
3.  (a)  Ob_l  lqatlon  on  pub I lc  uti I I ties  to  purchase  electricity arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
Article  1  of  the  Decree  of  10  May  1955:  obi lgatlon on  EDF  to 
purchase  "provided  this  does  not  result  In  any  obstacle  to  the 
smooth  operation of  supply". 
·' - A2-18  -
(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricity auto-production 
-Authorization  In  principle  for: 
- Instal lations  producing electricity for  consumption  by  the 
operating  company  which  either operate  In  an  ancillary capacity 
to  the  main  manufacturing  process  by  recovering  res~qual  energy 
or  are of  only  ancl I lary  value  to  EDF;  -
- Instal lations  up  to 8  000  kVA; 
- local  authority  Instal lations which  use  urban  ~aste or.  which 
supply  a  district  heating  system. 
-For  Installations not  covered  by  one  of  the  above  cases, 
authorization  Is  possible  by  ministerial  decision  and  with  the 
agreement  of  EDF,  provided  they  are of  only ancillary value  to 
the  pub! lc  uti! lty. 
- Auto-producers  subject  to  the ordinary  law  In  force: 
-authorization of  hydroelectricity production, 
-environmental  protection, 
-authorization of  the  use of  fuel  oils. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  pybl lc 
sypply  network 
-Prices based  on  the  "very  long  use"  sales tariffs,  which  are 
relatively  low. 
-Remuneration of  energy  (kWh)  under  tariffs which  vary  according 
to  time  of  day  (peak  load,  high  load,  low  load),  season  and 
voltage 
-Remuneration of  capacity  (kW)  for  partially guaranteed  suppl les 
In  excess of  30%  of  the  commitment. 
- Penalty  for  kWh  shortfal Is  compared  with  commitment. 
- Slmpl !fled tariff  (with  no  standing charge)  for  smal 1 
hydroelectricity  producers  (up  to  4  500  kW). - A2-19  -
(b)  Prlnclo!es of  or!clnq  for  electricitY sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  public  supply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Energy  tariffs  (kWh)  vary  according  to  time of  day  (pe~~  load, 
high  load,  low  load),  season  and  voltage. 
-Capacity  payments  (kW)  depend  on  the  guaranteed  capacity. 
(c)  Transparency  of  pricing principles 
The  prices of  sales  and  purchases  are clearly  defined. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
Capacity  I lmlted  to  8  000  kVA. 
Prices of  sales  to  the  network  based  on  EDF's  "very  long  use" 
tariff:  rather  unfavourable  to  auto-pr~ducers. 
6.  New  legislation 
None. 
7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  promote  BWC  auto-
prodyctlon  taken  by  the  Member  State 
None. - A2-20  -
Ireland 
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
No  legal  framework. 
Standard contract  of  24.6.91  between  the  Electricity  Supply  Board 
(ESB)  and  hydroelectricity auto-producers. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard contract  criteria 
There  Is  a  standard contract:  basis  of  payment,  metering 
arrangements,  supply  connection,  etc. 
(b)  Definition of  specific procedures  for  resolving disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
-Discussed between  ESB  and  the  representative  bodies  (Irish Hydro 
Power  Association or  Confederation of  Irish  Industry) 
- In  the  event  of  fal lure  to  reach  agreement,  Issues  are  raised 
with  the  Department  of  Energy.  The  standard contract  of  24.6.91  / 
between  ESB  and  hydroelectric auto-producers  Includes  a  specific 
arbitration procedure. 
3.  (a)  Obi lgatlon on  Publ lc  uti I ltles  to  Purchase electricity arising  from 
BWC  auto-production 
-No  legal  obi lgatlon  In  general. 
- "ESB  Is  anxious  to enter  Into contracts with  as  many  BWt  auto-
producers  as  possible  to purchase  from  them  any  electricity which 
they  are  prepared  to  supply  to  the  uti I lty network."  (Letter  from 
Ireland of  26.3.91) 
-Obi lgatlon  to  purchase electricity  from  hydro  auto-producers 
(standard contract  of  24.6.91). 
(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricity auto-production 
No  specific authorization  Is  required  for  RWC  auto-production. 
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4.  (a)  Principles of  or Icing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  pub! lc 
supply  network 
-Tariffs consist  of  a  price  per  kWh  (medium/high-voltage  and 
day/night)  which  covers  fuel  cost  savings. 
-Capacity  payment:  an  Increased price on  alI  day  kWh  SuPPI  led  In  a 
year,  provided  the  day  load  factor  of  the  supply  during  the 
months  of  November  to  February  exceeds  70%. 
-Non-fuel  auto-producers  (hydro,  wind  and  solar  power):  Increased 
price  Incorporating  an  environmental  premium  (up  to  85%  for 
suppl les  up  to  10  GWh  a  year). 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  RWC  auto-producers 
from  the  pybl lc  sypp!v  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Tariffs based  on: 
-maximum  power  used; 
- bi-monthly  standing  charge; 
-charges per  kWh  (day  and  night);  cheaper  In  daytime  after  the 
first  350  kWh  per  kW. 
(c)  Transparency of  pricing principles 
Payments  based  on  a  published  tariff. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  frameworK  for  cooperation 
No  legal  framework. 
No  general  legal  obi lgatlon  to  purchase  electricity produced  by 
auto-producers. 
6.  New  legislation 
Standard  contract  and  new  tariffs  (June  1991)  for  non-fuel  auto-
producers. 
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7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  oromote  BWC  auto-
Production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
In  July  1990,  the  following  changes  were  Introduced  by  ESB: 
- special  standby  charges  payable  by  CHP  producers  wfth~rawn; 
-measures  taken  to  promote  the  concept  of  CHP  to commer'clal  and 
Industrial  customers. 
Environmental  premium  for  non-fuel  auto-production  (see  point  4(a} 
above). 
JC - A2-23  -
progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
New  legal  framework. 
Law  9  of  9.1.91  on  the  new  national  energy  plan  amends  the  legal 
framework  for  auto-production. 
Law  10  of  9.1.91  on  renewable  (or  similar)  sources of  energy, 
rational  energy  use  and  energy  savings. 
Procedure  No  15/1989 of  12.7.89 of  the  CIP  {lntermlnlsterlal  Price 
Committee). 
Procedure  No  34/1990 of  14.11.90 of  the  CIP  (amends  the  above). 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard contract  criteria 
Relations  between  auto-producers,  Independent  producers  and  Enel 
are  fixed  by  the  new  legal  framework. 
(b)  Definition of  specific orocedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
No  specific procedures. 
3.  (a)  Obligation on  public uti I I ties  to purchase electricity arising  from 
BWC  auto-production 
Enel  Is  obl lged  to  purchase  alI  electricity or  surplus electricity 
produced  by  auto-producers. 
{b)  Authorization of  RWC  electricity auto-production 
-Ministerial  authorization  for  polluting emissions  (Law  203/88). 
- The  energy  produced  or  surplus  energy  must  be  sold  to  Enel. - A2-24  -
-Distribution of  the  energy  produced  by  the  auto~producer within 
the  Industrial  group  or  consortium:  ministerial  authorization 
based  o~ an  assessment  of  the  savings  Involved  and  production 
requirements. 
f·. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  BWC  electricity sales  to  the  oybl lc 
sypply  network 
-Tariffs based on  the cost  avoided  as  a  general  rule. 
- In  real tty  tariffs vary  for  new  Instal lations  and  existing 
Instal lations,  depend  on  whether  alI  or  part  of  production  Is 
sold,  on  the  size of  the  Instal latlon  (up  to  3  MW),  on  the 
regularity of  suppl les  and  especially on  the  type of 
Instal latlon:  new  wind,  photovoltalc  and  geothermal  Instal lations. 
are offered  very  favourable  tariffs  (much  higher  than  the  cost 
avoided). 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  RWC  auto-producers 
from  the  pub! lc  sypply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
- It  Is  possible  to set  surplus production  against  future  purchase 
requirements  durJng  the  same  type of  anntial  period  and  for  the 
same  time  of  day. 
(c)  Transparency of  pricing principles 
-The prices of  sales and  purchases  are clearly defined. 
-The -tariffs referred  to at  4(a)  above  are  Intended  to  promote 
certain types of  production. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
There  are  no  obstacles  to auto-production or  Independent  BWC 
production. 
The  legal  and  tariff  framework  currently  In  force  Is  not  only  In 
I lne  with  recommendation  88/611/EEC,  but  also  appl les other  tariff 
measures  and  State aids  (see  points  4(a)  and  7)  to  promote  BWC 
auto-production. 
6.  New  legislation 
New  legislation  In  1991. - A2-25  -
7.  Other  measures  (not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  promote  RWC  ayto-
orodyctlon  taken  by  the  Member  State 
State aid  for  new  Investments:  up  to  80%  (representative  value  of 
30%). 
Very  favourable  tariffs  (higher  than  the  cost  avoided)  for  certain 
types  of  production  (see  point  4(a)). 
Agreement  between  Enel  and  the  main  Industrial  auto-producers  to 
promote  auto-production  and  sales of  electricity  to  the  network. - A2-26  -
Luxembourg 
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
No  legal  framework. 
Standard  contract  of  15  September  1989  for  auto-producers  producing 
electricity  from  a  renewable  form  of  energy  or  combined  heat  and 
power  generation  (CHP)  plant  up  to a  capacity of  100  kW. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard contract  criteria 
A standard contract  has  existed since  15  September  1989  (see  point 
1  above). 
(b)  Definition of  specific procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
Article  13  of  the  standard contract:  the  Luxembourg  courts  have 
jurisdiction,  unless  the  parties agree  to  accept  the  decision of  an 
arbitration tribunal. 
3.  (a)  Obi lqatlon on  Publ lc  uti I ltles to Purchase electricitY arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
-Article 2 of  the  standard contract:  obi lgatlon  to  purchase. 
-There  Is  no  obi lgatlon  to  purchase electricity  from  auto-
producers  who  do  not  fulfl I I  the  conditions of  the  standard 
contract  (see  point  1  above). 
(b)  Authorization of  RWC  electricitY auto-production 
No  authorization  Is  required  (other  than  compliance  with  technical 
and  safety standards)  for  auto-producers  who  fulfl 11  the  conditions 
of  the  standard  contract  (see  point  1  above). 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  BWC  electricity sales  to  the  publ lc 
supply  network 
The  standard contract  sets a  single price  for  energy  suppl led  to 
the  network  (kWh)  and  does  not  remunerate  capacity  aval lab I I lty 
(kW)  (see Article  7  of  the  standard contract). 
40 - A2-27  -
(b)  Prlnclcles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  RWC  auto-producers 
from  the  publ lc  supoly  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with other  consumers. 
-Standing charge  and  price  per  kWh  according  to  time  of;~ay 
(peak/day/night). 
(c)  Transparency of  pricing principles 
The  prices of  sales  and  purchases  are  clearly defined  In  the 
tariffs and  the  standard  contract. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  coooeratlon 
Limit  of  100  kW  laid  down  In  the  standard  contract  appl !cable  to 
RWC  auto-production. 
No  remuneration  for  the  capacity which  auto-producers make 
aval !able  to  the  network. 
6.  New  legislation 
Standard  contract  of  15  September  1989. 
~I 
7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation)  to  oromote  RWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
None. - A2-28  -
Netherlands 
Progress  report 
·,._ 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
Electricity Law  of  16.11 .89,  which  also governs  Independent 
production,  a  broader  concept  than  auto-production. 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
-Standard contracts  provided  for  In  Article  42. 
-Standard contract  for  1991  for  combined  heat  and  power  generation 
(CHP)  and  for  the  production of electricity  from  waste. 
-There  Is  as  yet  no  standard contract  for  the  production of 
electricity from  renewable  energies,  but  the  conditions  should  be 
at  least  as  favourable  as  for  the other  types of  Independent 
production,  In  line  with  Article 42(4). 
(b)  Definition of  specific procedures  for  resolving  disputes  about 
contract  conditions 
In  the  event  of  disagreement  about  the  establ lshment  of  a  standard 
contract  between  the  distributors'  organization  (VEEN)  and  the 
organizations  representing  the  Independent  producers,  Article  43 
provides  for  the  creation of  a  mediation  committee  to decide  on  the 
content· of  the  standard contract. 
3.  (a)  Obi lqatlon on  oubl lc  uti I ltles  to  Purchase electricity arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
Article  41  obi lges  the  distributor  for  the  area  In  which  the 
Independent  producer  Is  located  to  purchase  alI  the electricity 
produced  (appl les  from  24  August  1990). 43 
- A2-29  -
(b)  Authorization of  BWC  electricity auto-production 
No  authorization  Is  required  for  Independent  producers  up  to  a 
capacity of  5  MW  (Article  3(2)). 
··--
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  BWC  electricity sales  to  the  o·ubllc 
sypply  network 
-Article 42  stipulates that  prices  are  to  be  based  on  the  average 
cost  avoided;  the  agreement  can  set  different  prices  for  each 
method  of  electricity production. 
-The standard contract  referred  to  at  point  2(a)  above  fixes 
remuneration  for  energy  (kWh)  depending  on  the  voltage  suppl led 
and  remuneration of  capacity  (kW)  depending  on  the  regularity of 
suppl les  (the  Independent  producer  can  choose  between  3 options). 
These  tariffs are  very  favourable  for  the  Independent  producer: 
for  example,  regular  low-voltage  suppl les  (more  than  6  000  hours 
a  year)  are  remunerated  at  90%  per  kW  and  more  than  90%  per  kWh 
of  the  price  paid  by  the  final  consumer. 
(b)  Principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  to  BWC  auto-producers 
from  the  oybllc  sypply  network.  No  dl·scr lmlnat lon 
-No discrimination  compared  with  other  consumers. 
-Article 27  sets maximum  prices  for  the  final  consumer. 
(c)  Transparency of  pricing principles 
The  ratio of  sale  and  purchase  prices  Is  clearly  defined. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
There  are  no  obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production other  than  the  5  MW 
I lmlt  per  Instal latlon  for  Independent  producers. 
Other  than  the  above  comment,  the  Dutch  legislation  Is  currently  In 
I ine  with  the essential  points  of  recommendation  88/611/EEC  of 
8. 11 . 88. - A2-30  -
6.  New  legislation 
The  1989  Law  brings  the  Dutch  legislation  ~nto  I lne  with  the  essential 
points of  recommendation  88/611/EEC of  8.11.88. 
··- 7.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  promote  RWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
Aval labl I tty of  more  favourable  tariffs for  renewable  en~rgles 
(Article 42(4)). 
Promotion  of  the  use of  combined  heat  and  power  generation  (CHP). 
State aid  to  promote  Investment  In  wind  power,  solar  power  and  CHP. - A2-31  -
Portugal 
progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
Decree  Law  189/88 of  27.5.88 governs  "Independent  production",  a 
broader  concept  than  auto-production. 
Regulatory  Decrees: 
- 445/88 of  8.7.88  (hydro  power:  authorization  to  use  water) 
- 958/89 of  28.10.89  (amendment  of  the  above) 
- 305/90 of  18.4.90  (correspondence  between  Decree  Law  189/88  and 
the  tariff  system) 
- 416/90 of  6.6.90  (standard  contracts) 
Technical  guide  for  Independent  electricity production 
Installations  (Apr! I  1990). 
2.  (a)  Introduction of  standard  contract  criteria 
-There  Is  a  standard  contract. 
-The content  of  the  standard  contract  Is  laid  down  by  Regulatory 
Decree  416/90 of 6.6.90. 
(b)  Definition of  specific  procedures  for  resolving  dlsoutes  about 
contract  conditions 
Disputes  resolved  by  an  arbitration agreement  or  by  the  courts: 
clause  27  of  the  Regulatory  Decree  referred  to  at  point  2(a)  above. 
3.  (a)  Obi lqatlon on  pub! lc  uti I !ties to  ourchase  electricitY  arising  from 
RWC  auto-production 
E6P  Is  obi lged  to  purchase  all  electricity  produced:  clause  1  of 
the  Regulatory  Decree  referred  to at  point  2(a)  above. - A2-32  -
(b)  Authorization Of  RWC  electricity auto-production 
-No authorization  Is  required  (other  than  compliance  with 
technical  and  safety standards)  for  RWC  producers  and  producers 
using  Indigenous  fuels  up  to  an  Instal led  capacity of  10  000  kVA; 
this  1 !mit  does  not  apply  to combined  heat  and  power  g~~eratlon 
(CHP)  plant  whose  primary  function  Is  not  to produce  6l~ctrlclty: 
Article  1  of  Decree  Law  189/88 of  27.5.88. 
-For  hydro  power,  Regulatory  Decrees  445/88 of  8.7.88 and  958/89 
of  28.10.89  govern  the  administrative  procedures  for 
authorization  to use  water. 
4.  (a)  Principles of  pricing  for  RWC  electricity sales  to  the  publ lc 
supply  network 
-Tariffs defined  by  Articles  22  and  23  of  Decree  Law  189/88 of 
27.5.88  and  Regulatory  Decree  305/90 of  18.4.90. 
-Tariffs based  on  the  average  cost  avoided  In  the  long  term  by  the 
receiving  company. 
-Tariffs based  on: 
-kWh:  price  paid  by  the  consumer  for  the  next  higher  voltage 
level; 
- kW:  80%  of  the  average  capacity made  available  to  the  system 
(peak-load  and  high-load  hours),  at  the  price  paid  by  the 
consumer  for  the  next  higher  voltage  level; 
-subsidy paid  by  the  State  per  kWh  equal  to  the  subsidy  (If  any) 
paid  to  thermal  power  stations  for  their  fuel  ol I  consumption 
(premium  equivalent  to  300  g  of  fuel  ol I  per  kWh). 
State guarantee  to auto-producers  during  the first  eight  years of 
operation:  tariffs will  not  be  lower  than  90%  of  those  Initially 
appl led. 
(b)  principles of  pricing  for  electricity sales  t6  RWC  auto-producers 
from  the  pybl lc  sypply  network.  No  discrimination 
-No discrimination  compared  with other  consumers. 
-Tariffs which  do  not  penalize  Irregular  consumers:  the  consumer 
must  pay  80%  of  the  capacity  used  and  20%  of  the  capacity 
specified  In  the  contract,  thus  enabl lng  an  auto-producer  to  pay 
a  reduced  standing  charge of  20%. 
-Meters  for  two  or  three  time-of-day  rates available. 
46 
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(C)  Transparency  of  pricing orlnclo!es 
The  ratio of  sale  and  purchase prices  Is  clearly defined. 
5.  Assessment  of  the obst ac 1  es  to  the  framework  for  cooper at I  on  .,  . 
There  are  no  obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production. 
6.  New  legislation 
Standard contracts:  pub! !cation of  Regulatory  Decree  416/90 of 
6.6.90 on  standard contracts  brings Portuguese  legislation  Into 
I lne  with  the  major  points of  recommendation  88/611/EEC  of 
8  November  1988. 
Production of electricity and  regulation  thereof  for  Installed 
capacities greater  than  10  MVA:  Decree  Laws  99/91  and  100/91  of 
2  March  determine  the  general  principles of  the  legal  arrangements 
for  the electricity production of  Instal lations with  a  capacity 
greater  than  10  MVA  and  lay  down  the  procedure  for  the  granting of 
production  I lcences. 
Access  to  this activity  Is  unrestricted,  once  the  I lcence  granted 
by  the  Director-General  for  Energy  has  been  obtained.  The 
production  I lcence  can  be: 
- I Inked:  where  the owner  undertakes  to  supply  the  pub! lc  power 
network  (SEP); 
-unlInked:  where  the  owner  produces electricity  to  cover  his  own 
needs  or  those  of  third parties under  market  arrangements. 
7.  Other  measyres  Coot  Included  In  the  recommendation>  to  promote  BWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
As  stated at  point  4(a)  above,  the  State applies  the  following  tariff 
measures: 
subsidy  paid  by  the  State  to  auto-producers  for  each  kWh  sold  to 
EDP:  equal  to  the  subsidy  (If  any)  paid  to  thermal  power  stations 
for  their  fuel  ol I  consumption  (premium  equivalent  to  300  g  of  fuel 
ollperkWh); 
State guarantee  to  auto-producers  during  the  first  eight  years of 
operation:  tariffs wl  I I  not  be  lower  than  90%  of  those  Initially 
applied. ) 
' 
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United  Kingdom 
Progress  report 
1.  General  remarks 
There  Is  a  legal  framework. 
The  1989  Electricity Act  liberalized  the operation of  the  public 
uti 1 lty. 
The  new  legal  framework  I !bera!!zes electricity  production;  as  a 
result  It  establ !shes  equal  treatment  of  pub! !c  uti I !ty  producers 
and  Independent  producers,  the  category  to which  auto-producers 
belong. 
2.  Authorization:  purchase  and  sale of electricitY by  auto-producers 
(a)  Auto-oroducers  In  general 
(b) 
-Liberalization of electricity production  and  the  creation of  an 
open  "pool"  has  removed  all  forms  of  discrimination  between  the 
various participants  In  the electricity market,  whether  buyers or 
sellers of  electricity.  Thus  auto-producers  can  sel I  surplus 
electricity to or  purchase  supplementary  power  from  the  "pool", 
on  conditions  fixed  by  the market. 
-The electricity services supplied  by  the  networK,  necessary  for 
the  smooth  operation of  the  system,  are  remunerated  by  a  charge 
per  KWh  ("uplift").  Energy  produced  and  consumed  directly  by 
auto-producers  Is  not  at  present  subject  to  this charge.  This  Is 
a  matter  of  contention  between  producers  and  auto-producers.  A 
decision  by  the  supervisory authority  (Energy  Secretary)  Is 
expected  soon. 
Auto-production  from  renewable  sources of  energy  or  waste 
-The Non-Foss! I  Fuel  Obi  lgatlon  (NFFO)  Imposes  measures  to protect 
.the  market  for  new  technologies  (1989  Electricity Act).  The 
Secretary of  State  for  Energy  can  Impose  a  NFFO  order  requiring  a 
specified amount  of  non-foss! I  fuel  generating capacity:  nuclear 
power,  renewable  sources  and  waste.  Energy  produced  In 
accordance  with  the  NFFO  Is  suppl led  to  the  network  and  may 
receive  a  premium  price  financed  through  the  Foss! I  Fuel  Levy. 
The  first  order  setting  a  NFFO  was  made  In  February  1990  and 
related  to  nuclear-generated electricity. - A2-35  -
-The first  NFFO  order  for  renewable  sources  of  energy  was 
made  In  September  1990.  The  obligation was  set  at 
102.25  MW  declared net  capacity  (DNC).  Seventy-five 
projects were  contracted  for  under  this order,  with  an 
Instal led  capacity  of  170  MW  or  152  MW  DNC.  A second  NFFO 
order,  Involving  152  MW  DNC  and  divided  up  according  to 
type  of  renewab 1 e  energy,  was  made  In  November  1991  and  .. 
covers  the  period  1991-98. 
-There  Is  no  NFFO  applying  to  Scotland  at  present.  However, 
Independent  producers  using  renewable  sources  receive  a 
premium  on  the  kWh  sold  to  producers or  distributors.  This 
premium  Is  of  the  order  of  60%  per  kWh,  for  a  production of 
58  GWh. 
3.  Assessment  of  the obstacles  to  the  framework  for  cooperation 
There  are  no  obstacles  to  RWC  auto-production. 
4.  New  legislation 
The  1989  Electricity  Act  guarantees  non-discriminatory  treatment  for  RWC 
auto-producers. 
5.  Other  measures  <not  Included  In  the  recommendation)  to  promote  BWC  auto-
production  taken  by  the  Member  State 
The  NFFO  permits  favourable  treatment  of  Independent  electricity 
producers  using  renewable  sources of  energy  and  waste  (see  point  2(b) 
above). 